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INTRODUCTION

The Madison Mutual Housing Association and Cooperative, known for their

excellence in the field of housing, also have a growing reputation for their inclusive

efforts to provide housing to a broad constkmancy in Madison, Wisconsin, including

people of differing abilkies1, ages, income levels and ethnic backgrounds. They

represent the first community, non-disability organizations in the Center on Human

Policy's national study of organizations supporting people with disabilities.

The Madison Mutual Housing Association (MHA) and Cooperative are legally

two sister corporations. 'though in many ways they function as one. As a mutual

housing association, the MHA's primary interests are in developing and preserving

affordable housing stock over the long term and in building a body of housing

expertise. The Madison Mutual Housing Cooperative, whose members are residents

of the MHA housing, manages the housing which is owned by the MHA The

organizations are affiliated through a management agreement, and all staff are

employees of MHA. These two organizations and their relationship with each other are

briefly described in this chapter, and more detailed information can be obtained from

the materials cited in the references.

The housing itself is cooperative in nature, being controlled by the people who

live there rind intended to benefit its members. This chapter introduces aspects of the

housing cooperatives, including how the housing cooperatives aro organized, the

reasons people choose to live in cooperative housing, and the roles and people-staff,

residents, neighbors, investors, and members-associated with the Madison Mutual
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Hmsing Assockdion and Cooperative, it swift* examines two cooperative sites

designed with the intent to integrate people of al abilities, and another cooperative site

that includes a group home for older adlits.

Ali that the MHA and Cooperative do and stand for are applicable to the lives of

people with disabilities, since the nature of cooperation and the meaning of living

together are central concerns of this categorized group. Howevw, this chapter

examines eight lessons for the disability field that seem particularly relevant as the use

of conventional housing options is increasing in this country. While drawing parallels

and links with the disability field, l have tried to touch on these lessons without

changing the basic nature of the organizations through converting their framework

from a universal one to the disability-centered focus that dominates the specialty field

of disability.

The final part of this chapter examines two issues in the future of the Madison

Mutual Housing Association and Cooperative, and concludes with a note of hope for

their vision of good housing, neighborhoods and communities; individual and

community empowerment and society inclusive of all people.

BACKGR3UND

Madison Mutual Housing Agsgolation: A Community Organization

The initial vision of the people who founded the organization was pretty

strictly...affordable, resident-controlled housing. As time went by, people began

to realize how many different groups were touched by this issue. And it

became apparent to all of us, it was...a complex mission that...affected the

community-at-large.
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Mother important part of our mission is revitalizing neighborhoods...both

in a social and a physical sense. There's a...domino effect when you start to

improve the physical appearance of property. By doing so, you're more likely

to attract residents (who) stay for a long Om, invest their time and energy, feel

Ike they have a stake in the community, and...try and improve things.

So began my introduction to the Madison Mutual Housing Association (MHA),

described in their brochure as a unique housing provider that -blends a strong

Midwestern spirit of coomation with the successful model of mutual housing

associations that continue to flourish in Europe. Incorporated in 1983 as a non-profft,

tax-exempt organation, the MHA is a membership organization, a licensed real estate

corporation, and a property owner which continues to buy, build, renovate, and

develop housing cooperatives in Madison, Wisconsin.

In the United States, mutual housing associations take on different

organizational structures, but in general a mutual housing association is an

organization interested h developing and preserving affordable housing stock over the

long term. It builds a body of expertise in mutual housing or cooperative development

and may provide a range of management services to residents of the housing

(O'Connor & Racino, 1990).

Born out of discussions at a local bed and breakfast the Madison MHA has

grown into a respected small housing provider with 206 scattered site units in which

over 400 individuals reside. One of the goals of the association is to develop

"mainstreamp2 communities, which represent as diverse a group of people as

'Defined hens es representative of do societal population at large
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possiblepeople of different generations, mbced incomes, varying household

compositions, rackd and ethnic backgrounds, and ability levels. As Judy Olson, the

training coordinator, described:

There we okler adults and families with kids living side by side, wfich is

something that has not always been successful but has been successful with

us, single individuals and couples without kids, ell fWes of household

compositiom and ages. We have made an effort to include (peop4 with) a

variety of incomes living side-by-side...We have attempted to bring as racially

diverse a group of people into our housing as possible. And long before fair

housing laws required this kind of approach, we were doing it.

The housing cooperatives are also inclusive of people with disabilities, vAth about 10%

of tbe residents being adults with disabilities of varying kinds (as of July 1990).

As a membership organization, the MHA consists of members of the community

interested in decent, safe, and affordable cooperative housing. Through the structure

of the mutual housing association, cooperatives are linked to share resources and to

have easier access to financial resources. The MHA also helps foster a broader vision

of community and neighborhood than individual cooperatives can have, including

retaining the housing as permanent, affordable housing.

k =_10 kif .*,11.1Az f: 14 1; t:_!!1 10, IL*

The Madison Mutual Housing Cooperative, organized under Wisconsin Statutes

185, is a resident-controlled corporation that manages the housing owned by the MHA.

Unlike the MHA, it is not tax exempt and is comprised and controlled solely by the

residents. The Cooperative, whose members also belong to the MHA, has a voice in
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development of new homing stock while continuing to focus primarily on housing

managment (See Chart 1 for a visual depiction of the relationship between the MHA

and the Cooperative).

Al cooperatives are controlled by their members, and are intended to work for

their benefit (see Chapter 2 for a description of housing cooperatives). They are

based on the belief that "what we can't do alone, we can do together.* According to

the Madison Mutual Housing Cooperative's resident handbook and brochures,

*housing cooperatives can take many formsapartments, single family homes, mobile

homes, and group homes, to name a few.' The features distinguishing a housing

cooperative (Furman, 1987) include:

* The building and/or land under the building is owned by an organization, not

individual members.

* The members of the co-op organization are ail voting members and own a

piece of the co-op.

* The board is elected by and from the members and sets co-op policies.

* The organization abides by the Rochdale Principles of Cooperation, which are

democratic control by membership, open membership, limited return on capital

investment, continued education, and cooperation among cooperatives.

In a housing cooperative, people do not own their apartment or unit. Each resident

owns a membership in the cooperative organization, whirl' then allows them to live in

a certain unit Thus, residents cannot sell their unit or apartment to another person.

To obtain affordable cooperative housing, members are expected to work for the

CO-Op.
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People chime to live in housing coopewatives for a variety of reasons, including

decent, affordable housing; security and stabiNty; a sense of community; ownership;

appreciatkin of diversity as a strength; good neiOthorhoods; and commitment to the

concept of living based on sharing, cooperation and participation. David Milner, an

alderperson and housing advocate, described his view of cooperatives and the role

they play in Madison, Wisconsin:

Co-op housing is a very positive model...the big issue is empowering people

more in their daily lives than standard rental housing provides. It makes people

feel more a part of the smaller community and also the larger community.

That's real important. People stay there longer, too...lf you want to create

functioning neighborhood, you have to have people who are there with a sense

of commitment

The Madison Mutual Housing Cooperative's business is to provide housing for

its members, either performing or contracting for all the things a manager would do. It

oversees the marketing, the screening of residents, the renewal and non-renewal of

members, sets the Co-op's budget and carrying charges (rent), and oversees the

collection of those carrying charges. So all the functions of the management are

performed by the members of the Cooperative who are residents in the iouses. The

Cooperative also pays money to the MHA via a management agreement to take on

some tasks such as the physical maintenance and training.
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Organization of the Madison Mutual Housing Cooperative

The Madison Mutual Housing Cooperative could be said to consist of smaller

cooperative units, scattered throughout eight central neighborhoods of Madison,

Wisconsin. The MHA is restricted by Its funding to operate in Community

Development Block Grant target areas (Le., neighborhoods where the Census

indicates that more than 50% of the residents have Incomes of less than 80% of the

local median income).

The cooperative units can range from single family and 2 or 3 flat houses

clustered in groups to larger complexes, such as the 28 unit Reservoir cooperative

described below. Residents of the co-op units meet monthly, share the work, share

control of the maintenance account and make joint decisions about membership

issues, house rules and work schedules, among others. The MHA plans to dr.: some

Infir (i.e., buying or building between existing properties that are currently isolated

from each other) to help create more sense of community among some of the

individual sites.

The following is a brief description of three of the larger sites owned by the MHA

that will be referred to later in this chapter:

nift Reseryoir gooperativi. Located adjacent to the MHA offices, this

cooperative was the first MHA development designed with the specific intent to

Integrate people of all abilities.* As one staff member explained, Ifs a well thought

out community.* There are 28 units of 1-, 2- or 3-bedroom apartments, with 4 barrier-
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free units. In addtion, all first floor units are accessible.' The Owen Anne style, 4-

plex design is built to flt into the appearance and architecture of this older

neighborhood. There are two *tot lots" with a clear Rne of sight from inside the

apartments, vegetaLile gardens, and flowers planted and dled by the cooperathie

members around some of the units.

italwenampintizt. This is the MHA's largest and most recent

cooperative development, which is located on the site of 8'1924 building .

previously was the city's °contagious disease* hospital and most recently a research

facility of the University of Wisconsin. This $3 million project included an investment by

the Wisconsin Power and Light Corporation and support through the distribution of tax

credits. The 40-unit site includes 6 barrier-free units and a total of 36 accessible ones,

as well as a universally usable' neighborhood park named after James A. Graaskarnp,

himself a wheelchair user, chairman of the University of Wisconsin Real Estate

Department, and ars early supporter of the MHA's efforts. There Is also an accessible

community room dedicated to the memory of Lies1 M. Blockstein, a Madison

community visionary.

The Chandler cooperative. The MHA holds a ground lease for this property and

owns the physical improvements on the land. The Chandler cooperative consists of 7

single-family homes, and one licensed group home for eight older adults operated by

'Barrier-free units designed in all aspects with accessibility in mind, including roll-in shows, side-by-side refrigerators, cut-
away counters, thermostats and fuses boxes at Wthellid height, scoessible washers and dryers, among other features.

In this context, refers to accessibility of the apartment to entrance/exit by a person using a wheelchair.

'Political terminoiogy widely used by people Involved with the Veld of pinnies' some Micas* usability by all people,
instead of a common disability language of asocessibie to people with disabilities.'

I C
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Independent Living, a non-profit organizatim which provides services for older 3

(see Figure 2). Planned as an intergenerational community, the cooperative inciudes

people of all ages. Although not part of the design of the cooperative, 4 of the 7

single-family hcwnes are occupied by people who are Ifietnamise, Laotian, or Hmong.

Bag within the Cooperative

The Madison Housing Cooperathre can also be thought of as having three

Interlinking levels within it: the resident or indMdual cooperative member, the

cooperative units, and the Cooperative board and committees. On each level, there

are different roles for members, all of which are necessary to make the Cooperative

run smoothly.

Resident's role. Each resident basically has four major roles (though a detailed

job description is also given to each resident). These roles include organking and

managing the house, taking care of maintenance for the house, participating in the

larger Cooperative, and following both the house rules and those uf the larger

Cooperative. Each resident signs an Occupancy Agreement, agreeing to assume

these roles and to perform basic obligations such as paying the monthly carrying

charges, taking care of their own unit, and getting along with neighbors.

House roles. Each house has a house treasurer and assistant, a maintenance

coordinator and a 'house' contact person. Michael O'Connor, the first resident of the

Reservoir cooperative, described his past responsibilities as house treasurer:

I was responsible for the books, for maldng sure that people were paying their

common utility bilis...We all share in thoseml came up with a system that I

thought was fair and worked out.
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Each house must have a set of house rules and meets once a month to make joint

decisions on sharing the work (e.g., lawn mowing, hallway maintenance) and mutual

problem solvim (e.g., utility Whit dividktg up the hot= maintenance account).

The decision-making processes vary from cooperative to cooperative, with

some like the Reservoir electing to use a =Willed form of a consensus approach (i.e.,

a process where all parties agree with a decision), while other sites like the Avenue

make decisions by a majority vote. The specific process is decided by the residents

and can be changed by them by amending thek house rules. Lisa Dushack, the MHA

resident coordinator, evlained, It all really depencb on the people within. In the

smaller units, consensus is generally the way they go because if both units aren't

agreeing, they have constant conflicts

Cooperative board and coninitise roles. The board Is legally responsible for

the Madison Housing Cooperative and ensures that the needs of the residents are

being met Their roles include: (1) education of residents on the nature of

cooperatives, (2) maintaining affordable, decent housing, and (3) maintaining the

organization as a viable entity in the community.

The Madison Mutual Housing Cooperative has four major board committees

dealing with property management, membership, finances, and dispute resolutions.

Recently, the Cooperative was reorganized into twelve geographic dstricts, partially in

an attempt to reorganize the board and proAde better representation and

communication throughout the Cooperative. Each district is required to provide

representation on the Co-op board. In addition, five board members are selected at-

large from the membership.

1 7,
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Eggp le Who Shared Their3tgdel

The people who shared their stories during the vkilt (see Figure 1) include

residents of the cooperative units, MHA staff, and board members, who may also

reside in the cooperative units. The people interviewed were broadly representative of

the population served by the MHA as well as the larger community supporting the

MHA and its residents.

Staff of Madigton Mutual Housing Asvciation (M8A1. The staff consists of 10

full-time employees and several limited-time (urE) employees who do clerical work.

Susan Hobart was the executive director at the time of this visit She founded the

MHA and supervised all employees. While several staff work full or part time on

Cooperative activities, they are also employed through MHA as part of a management

agreement with the Madison Housing Cooperative.

The three staff roles of primary rekwance described in this report are those of

the development director (David Sheperd), the resident coordinator (Lisa Dushack)

and the training coordinator (Judy Olson). The development director is responsible for

developing financial packages and fund raising. The resident coordinator helps to

`organize the residents to get the cooperative units functioning and deals with anything

the residents need." The training coordinator conducts training sessions for new

residents of the cooperative units, trains residents to take on special roles such as

house treasurer, trains boards and committees in meeting and facilitation skills, does

outreach in the community, and assists with dispute resolution.
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The staff turnover of the MHA has Leeen very low, though there's not a lot of

opportunity for upward mobility. Except for the executive director, the positions are

*pretty much peer positions and salaries are based on market studies. The

development director has been with MHA for 8 years, the resident coordinator for 4

years, and the training coordnator for 6 years, although each has dtanged roles

during that time.

in addition to MHA staff, the organization also relies on other people to assist in

housing development and other work, including an architect, an accountant firm and a

law firm.

Residents of the Cooperative. While the cooperative residents are diverse In

ages, ethnic backgrounds, and income levels, people with lower incomes continue to

be the primary residents, and like the rest of Madison, the ethnic and racial diversity is

somewhat limited. Though a small portion of the people have a disability, this report

higNights the perspectives of several people living in the cooperative units who either

have a disabiliV, are their neighbors and/or share homes together (see Figure 1).

The reasons people with disabilities live and participate In the Cooperative,

however, are similar to the reasons any person might Join and continue to live in one.

For example, Darwin Ness, who spent 50 years in institutions (see Center on Human

Policy, 1989, for more information on Darwin Ness), lives is-. the Reservoir cooperative

with Randy Wilkins, a support worker from Options in Community Living, an

organization providing support services to people with developmental disabilities (see

Figure 2). Randy compared it to their previous huusing situation where neighbors

changed every few months:
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For me, the biggest change is, having lived here 2 1/2 years, 75% or more of

the people near Ls are still here...We feel more woure. Just sitting outside is a

lot more erloyable and social. Darwin's a reid social person, just really likes to

interact wkh people and spend time JIM gEbbing. He can go through the court

and know everybody basically...so that's Important and really nbe.

Michael O'Connor, who also lives in the Reservoir cooperative, obtains aide

support from Access for Independence, an independent living center (see Figure 2).

He explains with *co-op enthusiasm* why he enjoys living in the Reservoir cooperative:

Hike the fact you know your neighbors. In a typical apartment complex, you

really don't interact with your neighbors...I like the idea we are in control I like

the sense of pride. I think we take care of our property became we feel proud

of Li like the fact we have input into who we live withml just like the variety of

it. I like the fact that it is integrated.

Neighbors. Investors and Volunteers. Based on principles of amperation, the

Madison Mutual Housing Association; which is responsible for housing development,

works together with neighbors, investors and volunteers. Susan Hobart is

acknowledged in the community as being good at public relations and *helping people

feel a part of things.° David Wallner elaborated, *it's more than public relations. She

and her people beDeve...they are part of the bigger picture and they want to be good

citizens, goal neighbors, those things. It's more than just cliches.*

Neighborg. MHA strives to involve people from the neighborhood in the

housing development and on an ongoing basis prom the housing is in place. From the

very beginning, they integrate the biggest opponents to site development into the
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design process. As one staff member said, 'Mars real key. We try to get the

neighborhood, the people who are going to be involved with the housing (who live

near the development) to be involved right away.°

The staff members of the MHA view relationships with neighbors and

neighborhoods as reciprocal. In designing housing, thought ki placed into the

contributions that the new housing can make to the neighborhoods. For example, in

the Avenue co-op, the playground is open "because the neighborhood didn't have a

playground for the kids playing in a six block area...and people couldn't get to the

parks for their kids.* Integration of cooperative housing into existing neighborhoods is

considered key.

inamatgra. Investors play a aitical role, since they provide the financial base

necessary for the cooperative housing development in the beginning, one lender took

a coupia of risks for their first mortgage money, and they also had block grant money

through the Community Development Block Grant Now that the MHA's reputation has

grown, they have an easier time generating development funding. The MHA's most

recent development at the Avenue included the use of $1.8 million in tax credits

invested by Wisconsin's largest utility company. The MHA seeks to build partnerships

between the private investors and the public selow.

Volunteers. Cooperation is also reflected in the vokanteer efforts of many other

indWiduals, groups and associations that help to make the vision of affordable housing

a reeky. For example, Training Coordinator Judy Olson proudly shows the before and

after slides of renovations of one their older buildings, noting °the nice iron wrought

fence that someone donated to us* and *the architect who donated his time to help us
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reconstruct the outside to its true historic character." She continues with another slide

of a condemned building, saying, °We bought it, and we wouldn't have been able to

afford to turn it around without relying on a group called Operation Fresh Start They

take kids who are high school dropouts or at risk of dropping out and give them jobs

building houses. Then they turn their lives around. In this case, they turned the

built:ling around.° A few slides later, there's a picture of a volunteer work day co-

sponsored with the Board of Realtors. Judy continued, °They came out and helped us

scrape, rake and clean up the property, so maybe you're getting a sense of how much

we rely on dozens of little and big ways to write down the costs.*

LESSONS FOR ME DISABILITY FIELD

Since excellent resource materials on this organization already exist (see for

example, Furman, 1987; National Association of Home Builders et al., 1989), this

section highlights lessons for the disability field as it moves toward greater use of

conventional housing options. The main areas briefly described are the nature of the

organizations, principles underlying the creation of housing options, facing stigma and

stereotypes, housing as an empowerment and social &sue, meanings of

independence, the relationship batmen housing and support organizations, group

homes and cooperatives, and promoting integration through financing.

yaue-Based Leadership. Cqtromftuteatied Excellence

The Madison Mutual Housing Association and Cooperative are toanded on a

strong set of dearly articulated values, including a firm commitment that all humanity

should be valued and held in dignity, that all people have a right to quality housing,

and that people can live and work together cooperatively for the benefit of all. Unlike
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many disability organizations, this organization has a broader mission with a

commitment to the diversity of people who make up neighborhoods Enl communities

hi Maclison, Wisccnsin.

The organization and its leader, Susan Hobart, have received public recognition

for their commitment to excellence in their field, such as an °Orchid Award" from a

group called the Capital Community Citizens for beautifying the landscape, an award

from the Madison Trust for Historic Preservation for °superior achievement in the

rehabilitation of residential property in the * of Madison,' and an award from the

Business Forum presented to Susan *for her contributions to women and children of

Dane County.* They-are strongly an organization in and of the Madison cOmmunity.

As with other "good" organizations in our national study,6 they are constantly

improving by learning from their experiences. They have a °together we can find a

way attitude" and believe that "we are making a difference.° The organization is small

and relatively non-hierarchical in nature. The director and her staff are known for

making people feel a part of things. Their commitment extends beyond a view of

housing to a recognition of its broader social role.

Principles for the Creation of Housirtg Options

Several key housing principles espoused by the MHA and Co-op are consistent

with those recently adopted by the housing subcommittee of The Association for

Persons with Severe Handicaps (TASH), including quality housing affordable for all,

housing as a right, and integrated housing. In addition, these organizations adhere to

aSee Amino, A. (1991). Organizations in community Now supporling people with disabilities. AgegterjdniaBlebb
am, 5149, far MOM information on shared characteristics of disability organizations ptomaine community

people with disabilities,
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Rochdale's Principles of Cooperation described earlier WI this report and principles of

individual and community empowerment whith will be described In the following

sections.

Quality. Affordable Housing fgr An. Both the MHA and the Cooperative are

founded on the belief that quality, affordable housing should be made available to all at

a fair price. While developing affordable housing is a major challenge today, the

organization continues to look for new ways to make this possible. The association's

approach to low and moderate income housing is based on a vision of housing that

"anyone would be proud to live in, whether you're low or high income or in-between."

The MHA's government funding places income limits on the occupants of most units,

thus limiting the diversity of the residents. However, the MHA has found ways to

achieve a "mixed income" housing concept In the newer MHA developments, some

units are priced at *market rates° and partly subsidize the other units. This practice

helps to promote economic integration and is a tool to use In overcoming low income

stigmatization."

Housing as a Right. Instead of a charity approach to housing, the MHA and

Co-op view housing as a right for all people. In order for people who have been

traditionally excluded from decent housing to become included, they believe that (1)

people must be given information about options, and (2) people must dearly articulate

their need and organize around it. Based on these beliefs, the MHA uses 'affirmative

marketing" to reach out to groups traditionally excluded, though this has not always

been as successful a strategy as they would hope. One group, for example, which is
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not weff represented ki; people who Iwo been involved with the mental health system.

One staff member explained that these tndviduals and advocates are just beginning to

recognize theW right to decent housing.

Inituatisilizaing. Housing for all also means the organizations strive to

integrate housing in all ways, reflecting the diversity yet unity of community. As Lisa

Dushack explained, *I think it's really important for people to live together and not have

segregated sectors...and I think if we are all going to grow in this community, we need

to do that.* Housing integration, however, is not always easy to achieve in practice.

For example, a disproportionate number of people with disabilities live in the Avenue

cooperative and people of Asian backgrounds in the Chandler cooperative. The

organizations continue to learn from its experiences and to do what they can to

achieve °mainstream convnunities6 in Moir housing.

integration is viewed as benefitting all people as they come to better understand

each other. As one staff member said.

Everybody, not only people with disabilities, but people who come in contact

(with neighbors, co-workers), are better off...everybody learns; everybody's got

different abilities and that's what's key, that's what we found out.

Facing Stereotypes and Stigma

Many of the issues faced by the MHA in their development of housing for

people with low incomes appear to mirror those faced by organizations supporting

people with disabilities. Three examples of similar issues revolve around neighbors'

stereotypes prior to development, fitting housing into the neighborhood, and the use of

language.
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McNutt While levelopment Is a complex issue, it IS Striking to hebr the

similarities in stories told by people associated with the MHA with those experienced

by residential providers. In cktscribing the Initial opposition to one housing

development, one staff member confided:

It was Just people's fears. People have these stereotypes...Once people five

with each other, they find out (that their experience does not fit their

stereotypes).

In this situation, once people moved in, the development *stabilized the neighborhood

and increased property values.°

BaultagibisLatintglallig12212thg2d. Me organizations Promoting the

integration of people with disabilities, MHA is concerned about how their housing can

become indistinguishable from other housing in the neighborhood. As one staff

member described:

It fits in with our goal of having housing fit into the neighborhood, so when

people drive by they don't point and say, 'That's where poor people live.* It

looks like regular housing.

Consistent with the concept of normalization, this Is one example of how the MHA and

Co-op strive for physical integration.

Language. People employed by MHA also are conscious of the power of

language, and the role all of us play in removing stigma While they credit the support

organizations for teaching them how to talk, the MHA staff use an °ability, not disability*
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approach in their daily language. Aware of the political natere of speech, one staff

member explained Instead of saying that's a curb cut for someone in a wheelchair, it's

a universally-usable curb. Everyone can use it It removes stigma.°

Idauskawan_Ecoggyarrmt and Social Jugg

MHA is founded upon principles of personal and community empowerment

which are promoted in daily practice through resident control of housing, participation,

and shared decision making.

Resideat Qgrgrol of Housing. Resident control of housing is central to the

mission of the organization and to the nature of cooperative living. It is closely tied

with many issues discussed in the disability field todaypersonal empowerment,

contribution to society, learning skills, and community empowerment mmA staff

member David Sheperd described how he viewed this relationship.

I like to see people control their own housing (be)cause you make your own

decisions...And it affects everybody when people feel empowered...You have a

more positive outlook on yourself; therefore, people can be more contributing to

society, learn more skills, get better Jobs...or whatever It takes, because they

feel they can take control over their lives...The less people that are poor, who

are not homeless, who are fed and clothed and sheltered, the better off as a

society we all are. So it affects everyone as a whole and individually.

Social Dimensions of Housing. The theme of housing as a social issue

permeated the interviews, often tying in with discussions of neighborhoods, families,

relationships, and societal issues. Toni Wilson, the Co-op board president, told me
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about her first meeting in Washington, D.C. as part of tte national neighborhood

housing network. Speaking with quiet enthusiasm, she said:

All the people had a goal in common-tv have low and moderate income

housing. They were concerned about improving the neighborhoods...how to

get money for housing...lt was so neat to see all these people coming together

as One.

Unlike many issues where the focus is primarily on disability, housing affects everyone

in the society and provides a unique forum for bringing together a range of people to

solve common social concerns.

Building a Sense of Community Through Shared Decision Making. In

describing these organizations, one support service provider said, "They gave people

choices and control. They build communities, not Just housing." Throughout the visit,

the people I met talkgrd about how "we voted," "we had a dedication," and "we

decided, thus conveying a sense of ownership and involvement in the work, events

and decisions they described. Although not all cooperative units use a consensus

process, where everyone must agree on a decision, the use of such a process

represents a respect for the opinions of each individual. As Randy Wilkins explained:

Any ownsensus process makes everyone feel like they have a strong voice in

things...that's Important...And having consensus means presumably you're not

going to do something that will unduly upset somebody.

One example of a decision that might be minor to some people, but could result

in the difference between living in decent housing or not, is that of the division of bills.

Randy conveyed his feelings saying, *That's an important decision, not something to
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be overlooked because what's a few bucks? A few bucks is a lot to some people° In

fact, at another equity co-op,7 co-op mambo's agreed to pay higher rents for a rwn

who had a traumatic brain injury from a motorcycle accidel arxi was $30 short in his

financial package each month for rent. Because of this shared decision, he was able

to live and participate in the co-op, sclnething that otherwise would not have been

financially feasible for him.

Building Community Through Working Topther. Working together, often

through committees, is a way for people to both contribute as incfividuals and

participate in shared decision making. For example, Sandy Dooley, who was born with

spina bifida, talked about the garden committee that will look at landscaping at the

Avenue cooperative, and Toni Wilson about a playground oimmittee formed between

two of the cooperative units. Toni said:

Six of us and Amy, an intern from the university, helped to plan out the

playground. We set up specifics of how we wanted it set up to prevent injuries

to children. We had input all along the way. After it was built, the parents

would take turns on the playground. Everyone kind of looks after each other's

children. You could rely on each other, kind of like one big family. You can go

to another member to help you out.

Everyone has an opportmity, and is expected to participate in sharing the

responsibility and work of the cooperative. People all make different contributions.

One staff member explained:

equity coop Is a mop when the Interest or value that Is Invested In the property I. over and above any mortgage
indebtedness.

2a
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It's been great because the people who can't help with the physical things are

fincling other ways. They're chairing committees, helping cut with interviews,

that type of thing. So it's just getting wino.* together and finding out what

they can do and promoting that

In other words, the underlying assumptions are that everyone belongs and has a

valuable contribution and role to play. This message k; conveyed through sharing day-

to-day responsibilities and decision making. This organization gives an example on a

daily basis, in its committees and other processes on how people can come together

each with their unique contributions.

Getting Along with Each Other. In many ways, co-ops are an opportunity for

people to learn how to get along better with each other, opportunities that are

sometimes missed or bypassed in day-to-day lives. As one staff member described:

People don't come outfitted with all the skills that they need to be in co-ops.

And some of the skills that people have sort of culturally missed, are some of

the most important ones, like being able to talk with people about problems

instead of storing up resentments, backbiting, gossiping, and flying into rages.

This lesson is an important one for people in the disability field where there is a

tendency to view problems in living together as specific to people with disabilities. As

the cooperative experience indicates, people in this society in general have a lot to

learn about what it means to share lives with each other.

Getting along together begins with the selection of residents by a committee.

The main criteria for selection is being sco-op enthusiastic° and open to participation.

Sandy, who is on the Avenue cooperative selection committee, said she asked
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questions of potential applicants r e, *How would you react If people had a loud party?

How would you handle the situation? I asked what she looked for In response, end

Sandy smilingly repfied, 1 they're outgoing and whetha they compromise, so they'll

take suggestiors from othe' people.*

As can be seen from these descriptions, cooperatives offer opportunities for

creating new ways of living together. At the same time, cooperatives are not for

everyone, and in their own way, can be exclusionary.

indlyidual Empowerment and Shared Decision Making. Madison Mutual

Housing Association and Coopwative provide an excellent example, in philosophy and

in practice, of the relationship Intween indkidual empowerment and shared decision

making. Within the disability field, these two issues often are viewed as in coriilict with

each other, with individual self-determination often equided with *control* or "power

over others and shared decision making viewed as representing *community,*

°reciprocity,* and °mutuality.* Here, the underlying assumption is that both are

important and in fact mutually increase each other in practice. As Judy Olson said,

°We're not talking about the pioneer spirit of Lewis and Clark. Ws self-determination

within the context of shared decision making.* Shared decision making, especially

consensus among all members, is built upon a base of individual empowerment

The Meanings of Independence

Independence is defined in many ways, and several people associated with

these organizations shared their ideas about what the concept means. Michael

O'Connor, who is best remembered for his wry sense of humor, forcefully stated:
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Being independent doesn't only mean being able tv get arowd in the

community, being able to work, being able to access the kirKis of MOMS in

order to live in the community. For me independence means not needing to

rely on the whole social services world.

Lisa Dushack, the resident coordnator, also struggled to share her view on how

people with disabilities were on their own even though they had attendants. She

added:

Through the cooperative, we require that everyone participate. So they (people

with disabilities) are functioning on their own; they aren't gWen cpecial

treatment one way or another. They participate a lot of times on committees for

interviews. So I guess we really don't see them different in anyway, although

outside people tend to.

Even though they have a disability, they want to be out and they want to

be independent They are probably capable of more than anybody can

imagine. So we're constantly trying to challenge people to see what they can

accomplish. We are totally amazed all the time. I think that people just never

gave people the opportunity to see what they could do.

I guess the best example...is within our (MHA) staff. We've got two

disabled people, one of whom was in an institution for 41 years...And it is

amazing what she can accomplish, but she was never given the opportunity.

We gave her the opportunity, and it has been wonderful for us and for her...You

may need to work out a different system or a different way, but generally they

can accomplish the same tasks...I don't know what we'd do without her.
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Disability organizations are now sploring how adults can best be supported to

live in conventimid homes. One critical issue is the relationship between housing and

support, including the respective roles of housing and support agencies. The following

are perspectives from the MHA on these emerging issues in the disability field.

locitolockW3thationliaintamalizakzuodiumat The Position of the

MHA on the relationship betwoen housing and support was described by Jtxly Olson:

We've discuned the issue of housing and support extensively. We decided we

cannot be in the position of chedcing before a person moves in on whether they

have adequate supports. Once a person kl in the cooperative, if lack of

supports affects the housing, then we'll become involved...the person has an

independent relationship with their support agency.

This separalion of roles assure3 that people's access to housing is not controlled by

-disability organizations and separates the landlord function from that of service

provider and/or support facilitator.

timing IN Housing Organizations. One major decision that disability

organizations must make in moving to a housing and support approwh is the role

they should play in the area of conventional howling. MHA staff and bard members

shared their views on this issue, concluding that community housing should be done

by housing organizations. The role of disability organizations is to work with a broad

based community organization to assure it includes people with disabilities.
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To develop housing, David Sheperd and Ardy Wilcox, who k; a resident of the

Reservoir, stressed that people really needed a strong baskround in real estate.

Funding is very complex, and new financial strategies are continually being explored.

Typically, disability organizations would not have the time and expertise to do so. In

addition, if disability organizations become involved with housing, the result might be

*something that looks like a service model instead of a housing model.*

Judy Olson often speaks with disability organizations who are interested in

developing housing. She reflected about one of her recent discussions:

They really want to have a co-op for their (author's italics) people who they'd

like to bring out of institutions into the community. But they don't know how to

expand beyond the clients they are serving to a broader community. And it

takes a tremendous effort, and this is not an easy organization to start up.

Judy Olson advised people who are interested in housing inclusive of people with

disabilities to work with their local housing organization, to *insert yourself into it, make

yourself part of it.* She continued:

It certainly has had a great effect on us to have Options, Access and

Independent Living (see Figure 2) here in town so close to us, and giving us

advice, and advocating for their (author's italics) groups and housing needs

within our organization.

She recommends if there is not a broad based housing organization such as the MHA

in your community, *you need one.*
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.Ekalid-WRailltarganiZatiOn. In relatIonehIP to the Peo Pie In the cooPerative,

both Options and Access to Independence, share a philosophy that's similar. They

both support people to make their own dedsions and are hvolved in planning for and

arranghig the support services, including personal care erlendants. As one person

who Ryes hi the cooperative said about Options, *They are there if you need them.°

Another resident echoed the same theme saying, °Options...helps people, if they need

help.°

The support staff from Access to Independence and Options play different roles,

such as talking with neighbors and helping people with their cooperative

responsibilities, suckas changing screens. As Anna Paul, one neighbor of a person

with a disability, explained:

It helped a lot talking with her Options worker. I know they are overworked,

underpaid staff members like everyone else. I was hoping I wasn't going to get

that line from them, and I didn't...Things seemed to happen and she (a

cooperative resident) knew she could ask them for help with those little projects

too.

While housing is separate from support services, both Options and Access to

Independence are involved in a variety of housing-related issues. Access to

Indemndence, like many independent living centers, plays a visible role in the

community in the area of housing, providing assistance to developers and associations

on housing issues, such as accessibility. The housing coordinator at Access to

Independence is involved with the Fair Housing Council, and recently attended an

accessible housing workshop sponsored by the Research and Training Center on

3 -;
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Figure 2

SUPPORT ORGANUATIONS

Three community organizations that provkie support semices for people with disabilities
and/or people who are older are associated wall the Madison Mutual Housing Assockdbn.

ACCESS TO INDEPENDENCE, an independent living center, le In its second decade of provkffng
opportunities for people with physical disabilities to live kidependent, active NM In the community
in Dane County. As deserted ki their mission statement,

We belkwe it Is the right of ail people WI deal:ales to have the freedom and opporhmity to
cortml their own affairs, and live as they choose within the community. We further believe
that this freedom and opportunky will enable people with disabilities to live indvendendy, to
pursue edwational, career and other personal goals, and to become active, contritaing
members of the community.

Community services offered by the center include: (1) helping find personal care attenckints; (2)
helping locus affordable Emd accessible housing; (3) assisting with advocacy, both individual and
system; (3) offering peer support from others who have gone through similar experiences: (5)
teaching independent living skills, such as money manaipentart; and (8) working one-to-one With
people to coordinate semices. I visited with two people who lived in the cooperative and obtained
support services from Access to independence. I also intovIewed Tracy Miller, their housing
coordinator.

OPTIONS IN COMMUNITY LIVING is a private, non-profit organization which `believes that every
penal Ns the right to live in a home in the community as en active and accepted member.°
Options is an exceltent memple of what has been described in this book as a support
organization. "Options strives to help people with disabilities and the larger community learn from
each other in order to promote mutual understanding personal satisfactice, and a greater
fulfillment of the potential of each Individual For further inkonatkin on this agency, the reader IS
referred to the resources at the end of this chapter. Fcw thkr study, the MHA staff arranged for me
to visit two people who lived in the cooperatives end are supportal by Ogions. A brief interview
was also conducted with Gail Jacob, the director.

INDEPENDENT LIVING is a non-proft organizatim with a 17-year history of 'providing services to
older adults in their homes...to help them retakr as much dignity and independence as they are
able to.° Their crxrent procyams Include (1) home chore services; (2) mfrKtr home modifications
and equipment loan; (3) home sharing; (4) nutrition programs, Includkv home-delivered meals; (5)
cOmmUnity advocacy, outreach and care management; (6) tranaPonation; (7) telaPhona
reassurance and friendly visiting; and (8) ham health care. They also now operate the Chandler
HOME in a blinding leased annually from the Madison Mutual Howling Association. I met with two
staff members from Independent Living, but did not meet with any of the Chandler HOME (Housing
Options for Madison Eiders) residents.

:3::
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Accessbe Housing in North Carolina° Options views assistance with the location of

decent housing as part of their role, and includes this as an important area in their

Eau jan_QuaillyjdjAt (Options in Community Living, 1987). These organizations,

together with Independent Living, wsre also involved in planning for the Reservoir

cooperative, the first migor effort by this tousing assockdion to consdously include

people with disabilitin h natural proportions within the cooperatives (i.e., the same

proportions as in the population at large).

Group Homes and Cooperatives

One of the interesting opportunities during this visit was to discuss what it

meant to have a group home as part of a cooperative, and whether it was actually

possible to do so. As described earlier, the Chandler cooperative has on-site a group

home for older adults, with the rest of the units being single-family homes

disproprotionately occupied by people of Asian descent

The Chandler HOME opened 3 1/2 years ago. Independent Living, Madison

Mutual Housing, the University of Wisconsin, and the County Commission on Aging

came together to explore alternatives for people whom these organizations believed

weren't able to reside at home, but did not need nursing home care. According to

Independent Living, the residents receive daily supervision, housekeeping services,

and medication monitoring from the agency.

'For mote information, contact die Research and Training Dinar for Aocessible Housing, North Carolina State University,
School of Design, Sox 7701, FAS 5-37530, Raleigh, NC 270074088.
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Located on land leased by the Cooperative, the group home is operated by

Independent Living which holds a state kens) for this community-based residential

facility (CBRF). The CBRF licensing requires 24-hour supervksion and also delineates

requirements regarding the ability levels of residents who reside in the home. The

initial intent by Independent Living was to n.m the (grow) home somewhat on a

cooperative level, where people would be more involved in house chores and making

decisions about the home. However, over time the residents have become less

involved in the rest of the cooperative, although activities such as yard work continue

to be shared. While there are many complex issues involved, the following are several

important areas to understanding the dilemmas faced by the MHA and Independent

Living while continuing to operate the group home within the cooperative.

Group Homes as Businesses. Independent Living staff members view the

group home as a "business.° Thus, they explain:

It is very difficult to run a business within a cooperative struckire. If we

(Independent Living) turn over the responsibility of deciding what residents are

going to live there, what staff will be hired, and whatuthey are going to do in

terms of budgets, and...we turn it (over) to the residents to (decide) it really isn't

effective.

At times, they (the residents) are not in the best position to make those

kinds of decisions or don't choose to make those kinds of decisions or they are

not the best business decisions. They are made on a personal level. There is

also the issue of liability.

27
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The MHA also believes the group home is first am, foremost a business. However,

MHA does not view being a business and part of the cooperative as hcompatible,

since busklesses can also be owned and operated on a cooperative bash).

Indeptvident Living, fri contrast, takes the position that the nature of a business and a

cooperative are el times, in conflict.

Both views of group homes as butanesses contrast with developments in the

field of disability where efforts are being made to overcome a facility emphasis and

place people first. This applies particularly to the area of decision making, where a

primary role of a support organization (e.g., Access to Independence, Options) is tc

facilitate decision making on the part of individuals who are living together.

The BaSe Memberthjp of tOe Cooperative. The Chandler cooperative is a

complex one, for a variety of reasons, Including the fact that four of the seven homes

have people who were Vietnamese, Laotian, or Hmong and who did not speak

English. This presents a situation where the organization needs to be aware of cultural

issues and backgrounds that are new not only to the Cooperative, but also to

Madison, Wisconsin. In addition, because of the disproportionate number of people

from one cultural background, the challenge of integration becomes even more

complex.

At the same time, the group home consists of people who are generally older

and from different cultural backgrounds than many of the people living in the single-

family homes. In addition, some of the initial people who Dyed in the group home were

interested in the cooperative model. However, over time many of these individuals

have left the Cooperative and some newer residents may instead be drawn to the
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group home because tl particular features of thed environment The Issues of lack of

integration and cooperation across the cooperative tend to be framed by the agencies

as related to the people (e.g., language, frailty), and yet the structure of the group

home and the different intents of the two organizations (i.e., MHA and Independent

Living) also seem to play a key role.

Residents in the group home are "admitted* by Independent Living, through a

selection process whith includes a nursing assessment, psychosocial assessments,

and details on daily living and personal care needs. The organization uses this

information to decide the *appropriate level of care* for the person.9

In contrast, cooperative residents, similar to people supported by Options and

Access to Independence, select who will live in the other homes. Older adults at the

Chandler HOME used to be involved in the cooperative selection process, but have

now withdrawn from that role. As one staff member of Independent Living explained:

When you select (members) in a co-op,...a person would come before...the

selection committee and they would have a chance to say 'I think that the

person would work well with who we have here.* In Chandler HOME, until

remntly we had one resident who represented all residents (at the co-op

selection meeting). They would at least have a chance to meet someone new

coming in...You get into confidentiality, and it's not that healthy for people to

know different things about each other. So, we weren't able to go to the same

kind of selection process, plus the people in the other co-op houses do not

have a say on who comes to Chandler HOME.

'Additional Information addad by independent Uving after the sits visit

RS
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In contrast to the selection for the group home, the Cooperative's approach supports

a person's right to have a say with whom they win live. This is consistent with

emerging practices in the field of di. Ibility and offers disability organizations an

opportunity to learn from people who have had extensive experience h this type of

selection process.

Egge_sizaff. The Chandler HOME has a staffing pattern of 4 part-time staff (2

ilve-in and 2 day) and 'I full time profession& resident managw. Primary

responsibilities of these staff are the care and supervision of the residents and the

operation of the household to serve the needs of residents'.

Compared to the MHA philosophy that staff are resources for people to solve

their own problems, Independent Living staff take on the role of representing the

Chandler residents to other members of the cooparative. This is similar to the role of

staff in traditional residential services programs, where staff members often intercede

and resolve problems for residents. For example, one Independent Living staff

member explained:

The residents asked that I tell the co-op that they no longer wanted kids playing

on their porch, which some of the people in the co-op took really hard, and they

wondered why we were telling them that, but it was a resident request.

In contrast, the role of the MHA resident coor4nator, who works with all the residents

in the cooperatives, includes facilitating communication directly between the people

involved when problems arise. Like the staff of support organizations such as Options
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and Access to Independence, the MHA staff try to keep out of the role of boss, and

help people to figure out ways to directly communicate better with each other. As Lisa

explained:

I'm here to help them work out the system (of communication), so they can Just

take that in their everyday lives...and not have a person come in and work out

their problems...I try to be there as a resource.

The role of MHA staff parallels the emerging roles of staff in the field of disability, with a

greater emphasis on facilitation and support.

PEQMODCLIMMII=1.1ibLQUalfinenizing

While the reader is referred to the reference list at the end of this report for

technical information on financing, this section briefly describes three financial issues

faced by the MHA and people with disabilities in living in typical homes and places in

neighborhoods and communities. These include the federal HUD 202 program,

strategies for financing, and accessibility and home modifications.

SAL2Qa.fri2gram. One of the biggest barriers to housing integration for

people with disabilities has been the HUD 202 program. The MHA wanted to use this

financing for its newest development, the Avenue, to Integrate people with disabilities in

the housing. However, the development director recounted:

The 202 program says you can't do it that way. You have to have separate,

here's the handicapped housing; here's the non-hanuicapped housing as they

put it. Of course, we got lots of feedback from so-called handicapped people
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who said, °No, this isn't the way it's going to be done.' We tried to convince

HUD, but we couldn't do it. It would have been nice financing; it would have

been real easy, but we just turned it down.

As Michael O'Connor explained, separate apartment wings or complexes designed for

people with physicad disabilities were `progressive for their time...but that type of

housing, or that concept of housing, is out-of-dateml don't believe in segregating

peoPle.*

Agossilsityjna jggiskatiza. The MHA has worked through the years with

architects who have had a 10-year history and commitment to accessibility. As in

other piaCeS, it took the architects time and experienft to learn about barrier-free units

and incorporate this learning into their designs. As one staff member said, It's one of

those things you can't learn unless you are really out there practicing.* The newer

developments include apartments with roll-in showers, side-by-side refrigerators, cut

away counters, thermostats and fuse boxes at universal height accessible washers

and dryers, among other features. Financing, however, continues to be a barrier on

some minor architedural items since they may not be reimbursable through

government funders. As Davio 3heperd explained:

(HUD and other government agencies) are real strict on their cost containment,

and that needs to loosen up. Air conditionersno, you shouldn .. have air

conditioners. Well, some people need air conditioners, refrigerators with dual

doors instead of the freezer up so a person in a wheelchair can reach it. Or

amenities for people who are deaf or who are blind.

4
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Zniaglesialkiandlig. Financing remains as a critical issue facing the

organization, and it has been difficult to keep developing affordable housing. As

David Sheperd continued:

You really can't do affordable housing vAlthout subsidy. it is Just so hard to

make the market housing. As federal nvney has decreasoxl dramatically and

so has the (federal Community Development) Block Grant money, (so) we've

had to do more creative financing...to be able to utilize almost all kinds of

financing, fund raising, grants, tax credits, syndications, everything we can get

our hands on.

Through the years, the MHA has tapped a variety of private and public sources

including Community Development Authority (a city second mortgage loan program),

private loans (based on the Community Reinvestment Act), Community Development

Block Grants, land contracts, low income tax credits, blanket mortgages with the

National Cooperative Bank in Washington, and the HUD Section 8 Mod Rehab

Program, among others. In later developments, MHA has also been able to set up so

internal subsidies that higher income people pay higher rates which are then used to

subsidize the peopie paying at a lower rate.*

In approaching lenders, David believes it's important to come with information

such as s atistics (e.g., the percentage of housing that needs to be redone and is

deteriorated, the percentage of homeless, the percentage of people with disabilities in

inadequate, substandard housing) and information on what needs to be done and why
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(e.g., the effect of land and home costs gohg up). He also believes that networking is

important, so a lender can call a lender in a different city and find out how a particular

finance strategy has worked there.

THE FUTURE

These organizations are recognized within the housing field and in the disability

community as leaders and hnovators in cooperative living hi the United States. In the

coming years, these organizations faces a number of critical Issues about their

mission, that are by-products of its success. The first is the question of size and

scope of these organizations, often framed in the disability field as a quantity-quality

issue. The second is a potential for overidentification with the disability field, whith can

undermine their broad based community mission.

}lousing and Neighborhood Revftalization

The MHA is already playing a role in Madison's effort to develop a Madison-

. based Neighborhood Housing Services. If formed, this organization would be part of a

Neighborhood Reinvestment Corporation and would work to revitalize neighborhoods

through a variety of avenues, including housing and services development. David

Shepard explained.

The concept of neighborhood revitalization can include Wm up the

deteriorating homesmgetting rid of crime...clearing up marketing

perceptions...bringing in more servicesheath, support...more economic

development, more stores, office space...whatever it takes to sort of lift up the

neighborhood, get the storefronts occupied, and improve the housing, the

streets, places for kids to play, maybe a neighborhood center.
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While this project is a natural extension of the work of the MHA., at least c;-le

person mentioned it might take time and enaray away from the basic mission of

affordabki, reskient-controlled housing. As the MHA staff members discussed at their

retreat, everyone in ft e organization is committed to cooperatives: 'it was nice to

know we all think about that, even though the way we show it cc what process we use

is different* With the expansion to more units and larger size buildings, maintaining

the physical quality of the property and promoting social exchange and decision

making demand more time from the staff. MHA, with its strong commitment to quality,

will need to continue to examine plans for expansion in light of the commitment to the

cooperatives that already exists

Broad Bised Community Orgaoization

An organization such as the MHA, with its inclusive umbrella, often runs the risk

of having its mission and nature undermined by its success. Besides the pressure to

expand, the organization also can face additional cillemmas. Because responsiveness

and inclusion of people with disabilities are not standard practices in conventional

housing in our country, the MHA can become viewed as specializing in people with

disabilities or in other minority or devalued groups. This could foster a view of the

organization as a social service agency or a place particularly associated with people

with disabilities. This, of course, would tend to undermine the very mission of the

organization, which must remain broad based and represeruative of the

oommunity-at-large.
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CONCLUSION

The Madison Mutual Housing Association and Cooperathfe are working today to

help build a better community and society through the amnia of resident-controlled,

affordable housing. As Toni Wilson, the current mosident of the Co-op board,

explained:

I wanted a place (and) an area that was nice, where I didn't have to worry about

the children. (In the cooperative) you can count on the people next to you.

Everybodys involved. I Just think the co-ops are great. They look out for

everybodys needs, try to accommodate everyone. It's been a great experience

for me.

The lessons the housing association and cooperative share--of a vision of a sodety

inclusive of ail people; of good neighborhoods, housing and communities; and of

individual and community empowerment--are also becoming increasingly important in

the disability fiold. The Madison Mutual Housing Association and Cooperative offer the

opportunity to shift from -disability-colored* lenses to ones closer to the experiences of

ordinary citizens, and to view the issues of people with disabilities as those ot all

people building a society based on individual respect and diversity and unity of

community.
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For more information, please contact

Madison Mutual Housing Association (MMHA)

200 North Blount Street

Madison, WI 53703

(608) 255-6642


